In spite of its limitation to the case of small amplitude perturbations (W << noT), this system exhibits strong non-linear effects, since the "Reynolds number", which can be defined as the ratio between the non-linear time scale and the linear one i.e. R \,_-bL-, reaches large value for l ? 1 ; << 1.
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This system has been intensively studied for its dynamical properties and to describe the various ways by which a cold Langmuir gas becomes instable.
A statistical theory of the large scale dynamics cannot be elaborated using conventional perturbations expansion, which diverges and has an "infrared catastroph". F.Kh. KHAKIMOV and V.N. TSYTOVICH [ 
proposed a first statistical theory of the Langmuir condensate, based on a double averaging technique.
The "renormalization group" method, introduced by K. WILSON in 1972 [3] to describe critical phenomena was fruitfully applied in various fields of physics.
Initially formulated for static problems, the metlmd has'been generalised to dynamical problems, and has been recently used with success for large scale hydrodynamic turbulence [4 1. 
and GI is characterised by four evolving parameters: It can be shown that, starting from any excitation correlations, bounded in the large scale, the renormalization group generates white noise excitations, characterised by their amplitude parameters D1andD2:
6(u+ ull @ is the dimension of, space) (9) So,after several iterations, the renormalization group makes the excitation correlations evolve in simply changing Dl and DP. The universal properties of the large scale proceed from that result. 
